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9. End-Time Deceptions (2Q 2018—Preparation for the End Time) 

 

Biblical material: Rev. 2:13, 24; 2 Cor. 11:13–15; Ps. 146:4; Gen. 1–2:3; Rev. 13:1–17; 

12:9. 

 

Quotes 

• Seldom, very seldom, does complete truth belong to any human disclosure; 

seldom can it happen that something is not a little disguised or a little mistaken. 

Jane Austen 

• The devil’s finest trick is to persuade you that he does not exist. Charles 

Baudelaire 

• A lie that is half-truth is the darkest of all lies. Alfred Tennyson 

• Never attempt to win by force what can be won by deception. Niccolò 

Machiavelli 

• People trust their eyes above all else - but most people see what they wish to see, 

or what they believe they should see; not what is really there. Zoë Marriott 

• Lucifer is a master at gradual deception. Joseph B. Wirthlin 

 

Questions 
 Why is it important to focus on end-time deceptions? How does the denial of the 

devil’s existence play into this? What does the great controversy perspective contribute to 

this theme? Why isn’t it sufficient to “just believe” and not worry about what that means? 

Why did Jesus feel it important to warn his followers about following deceptions? 

 

Bible summary 

 Rev. 2:13, 24 are part of the messages to the churches of Pergamum and Thyatira, 

commending them for not falling for the Devil’s deceptions. 2 Cor. 11:13–15 speaks of 

Satan masquerading as an angel of light. However the plans of the wicked come to 

nothing (Ps. 146:4). Gen. 1–2:3 is the Creation account. Rev. 13:1–17 reveals the two 

beast who oppose God and his people. Rev. 12:9 records the expulsion of Satan and his 

angels from heaven. 

 

Comment   
 Picking up on Baudelaire’s quote above, one of the devil’s deceptions is to 

convince people that he doesn’t exist. While belief in God is falling in the western world, 

belief in the devil is even lower. For if there is no devil, then there is no great 

controversy, and he can work without hindrance. Beyond this even concepts of good and 

evil become subjective, while sin and salvation are seen as irrelevant. 

 Added to this ongoing prime deception are those who become mouthpieces for the 

devil—the false christs and false prophets that Jesus warned about in Matt. 24. In the 

wider scheme of things must be added the deceptions regarding both our lives in the 

present, and life in the future. Evolution attempts to provide a totally godless scenario of 

why we are here, while the doctrine of immortality of the soul gives a false picture of life 

after death and also gives rise to the belief in Hell. Through the denial of Creation and a 

Creator the meaning of the Sabbath is also lost, and with the concept of the immortal 

soul, the Second Coming of Jesus becomes ignored since it is seen as irrelevant. 
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 In all of the end-time deceptions we see Satan at work to discredit God and his 

truth. Some suggest that in Revelation we see an “unholy trinity” in the dragon, the beast 

from the sea, and the beast from the earth. Whatever the case, it is undeniably true that 

Satan is very much at work to deceive and confuse, trying to turn God’s truth into a lie. 

 Goethe wrote in Faust, “The devil is an egotist.” He is completely wrapped up in 

himself and his selfish ambitions to such an extent he will falsify every truth in order to 

gain his objective. He is the Father of Lies, the Murderer of Truth from the beginning. 

Sin began with him, a self-seeking denial of God’s principles of selfless love. Because of 

freewill, Lucifer had the choice to follow God, or his own heart. He decided he could do 

better than God; that he was not being given the position he deserved; that he should fight 

for “freedom” against this “Tyrant of the Universe.” So he began his program of 

deception to lead others to follow him and his selfish desires. 

 “Rumor—the messenger of defamation,” (Pollock), and how right that is. How 

easy to use rumors and innuendo to defame someone’s character, and how difficult it is 

for anyone to defend themselves. 

 Satan pursued his objective single-mindedly, for he knew that this was the key to 

victory in enslaving the minds of angels and human beings. So the Devil is continually 

busy “Stuffing the ears of men with false reports” (Shakespeare). He has made the 

blackening of God’s character his primary objective, and has thrown his shadow across 

God’s face. He has arrogated God’s virtues to himself, and clothed God with all the rags 

of his own evil. 

 No wonder then that God is “defaced”, and is rejected so often by those whose 

picture of God has been given them by the Archliar. They have swallowed the distorted, 

perverted picture of God fed to them by the Antagonist, so that God’s name continues to 

be blackened and blasphemed. “On rumor’s tongue continual slanders ride.” 

(Shakespeare). 

 Think of all the times the Devil has spread false ideas about God. Right from the 

beginning, Satan has been lying to humankind about the kind of person God is. First to 

Eve, then through Eve to Adam (Genesis 3). Then to Cain, in convincing him to rebel 

against the “arbitrary” worship requirements of God, leading him eventually to murder 

his righteous brother (Genesis 4). Then to all the inhabitants of the earth before the Flood. 

The time in which “the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and every imagination 

of the thoughts of his heart only evil continually.” (Genesis 6:5). 

 Satan personally conducted the warfare, his personal vendetta, against Jesus when 

he came to this earth. He took every opportunity to continue his “smear job” on God. The 

more Jesus revealed God, the more the Devil worked to corrupt this truth, and blind the 

minds of his unbelieving slaves. (2 Cor. 4:4). Slaves? Yes—for while God wants 

trustworthy friends, the Devil imposes bondage upon those he forces to submit to his 

demands. “God seeks comrades and claims love, The Devil seeks slaves and claims 

obedience.” (Rabindranath Tagore). An obedience that is based on slavish fear, an 

unquestioning terror that is always the Devil’s trademark. 

 How successful has the Devil been in his campaign of celestial rumors? The 

evidence is all around. Atheism and agnosticism of all kinds; God getting the blame for 

everything and praise for nothing; a Devil-inspired ignorance of God that denies God not 

only of his real nature, but also his personality, even his very existence. God is only a 
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mockery of God: a George Burns figure croaking out his jokes; a Santa Claus image no 

longer believed in by adults; a pathetic persona left on the sidelines of history. 

 An enormous tribute to the lying rumors Satan has spread about God. So 

successful are his misrepresentations that a belief in God is equated with irrationality. 

Faith is seen in opposition to common sense—something done despite what you know to 

be true. To Voltaire, observing religious faith in his time, “Faith consists in believing not 

what seems true, but what seems false to our understanding.” Trust in the God of the 

Bible is not supposed to make any sense at all—so the Devil suggests. Such reasoning 

leads either to belief that makes no sense or no belief whatever—both of which achieves 

the Devil’s aims. 

 Here we have a picture of a God who has been trying to win his case by 

persuasion and demonstration in the face of so many lies and deceptions from Satan, one 

of God’s former friends.  

 For when we truly speak of God it’s against that background of a battle in the 

universe over what God is really like. It’s that “Which God?” question again! Satan says 

“God is like this.” God says “No. I’m like this.” Who is right? 

While there may be many beliefs that are important, they are only truly important 

as they show us what kind of a God he truly is, what he is doing for us, and how we 

should relate to him. All this is part of that cosmic battle between God and Satan over the 

true nature of God, and how this is resolved through God’s process of demonstration 

through the way he responds. 

 

Ellen White Comments  

 I would say to our dear brethren who have been so eager to accept everything that 

came in the form of visions and dreams, Beware that you be not ensnared. Read the 

warnings that have been given by the world’s Redeemer to His disciples to be given 

again by them to the world. The Word of God is solid rock, and we may plant our feet 

securely upon it. Every soul must needs be tested, every faith and doctrine must needs be 

tried by the law and the testimony. Take heed that no man deceive you. The warnings of 

Christ on this matter are needed at this time; for delusions and deceptions will come in 

among us, and will multiply as we near the end.  {7BC 952}   

 Nothing short of real, genuine faith will survive the strain that will come upon 

every soul of man in these last days to test and try him. God must be our refuge; we 

cannot trust in form, profession, ceremony, or position, or think that because we have a 

name to live, we shall be able to stand in the day of trial. Everything that can be shaken 

will be shaken, and those things that cannot be shaken by the deceptions and delusions of 

these last days, will remain. {YI, August 3, 1893 par. 4}    

   In the great final conflict, Satan will employ the same policy, manifest the same 

spirit, and work for the same end as in all preceding ages. That which has been, will be, 

except that the coming struggle will be marked with a terrible intensity such as the world 

has never witnessed. Satan’s deceptions will be more subtle, his assaults more 

determined. If it were possible, he would lead astray the elect. Mark 13:22, R.V.  {GC 

xi.1}   
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